CRISIS OVER COLONIES HAS PASSED

In American Quarterlies Hoped
Compromise Can Be Reached

WILSON ENTERS PROTEST
Opposed to Parcelling Out Ger-
nian Possessions Among the
ics

Paris, Jan. 28.—The prize in the
taw of the German colonies now in
truded upon the intentions of the
eric countries there is a hope that a
agement will be worked out. When
the supreme council of the
m er nations met at Paris a
n of American colonies, which
s was a part of the German
s out by the
n, and the
ration for

REGISTRATION DEPARTMENT TO HIGHWAY BOARD

Important Amendments Made in
Automobile Licensing

laws of State

NEW BANK OF ASSESSMENT

First Cost of Car to be Taken
as Filling-Standard

—Other Changes

While an hour after the
r boot, providing for a new method of
ilg motor vehicles was en-

d for by the state registration

bureaus, the legislature provides for
ple and carrying the proper

The bill also provides for the

GRAND FORKS WINS OUT IN PHONE CASE

Two Exchanges Mind to Join

Only One Rate

TRADE BOARD TOGIVE NAMES OF WITNESSES

Washington, Jan. 28.—The bill
for the

TRAVEL AGENCIES

BISMARK, NORTH DAKOTA FRIDAY, JAN. 31, 1919.

LEAGUE TO HAVE FOUR MONTHS TO INSTALL PROGRAM

Confiscation By State for Unpaid Taxes

Necessary Companion Legislation of Simple Tax Measure

ADJUSTMENTS TO N. D. LANDS

Property May Be Settled, Added to Public Passions

Constitution for the state and

ers which have not been

Ten Per Cent Discount

For the Enlisted Men

New York, Jan. 28.—Two en-

ly selected by the

HUNTER BILLS FOR LIGNITE SURVEY

Golden Valley Senator Would Have Coal Exploited

A survey of North Dakota's vast

THE HEATHER TUNEB ORIGINS

Protest by U. S. Senator

SARGENT COUNTY OBJECTS TO HIGH-HANDED ACTS

The voters of Sargent county, Non-

1563.970 TO THE DEPARTMENT

CITIZENS'}